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Handedness in shearing auxetics
creates rigid and compliant structures
Jeffrey Ian Lipton,1* Robert MacCurdy,1 Zachary Manchester,2 Lillian Chin,1

Daniel Cellucci,3 Daniela Rus1*

In nature, repeated base units produce handed structures that selectively bond to make
rigid or compliant materials. Auxetic tilings are scale-independent frameworks made
from repeated unit cells that expand under tension. We discovered how to produce
handedness in auxetic unit cells that shear as they expand by changing the symmetries
and alignments of auxetic tilings. Using the symmetry and alignment rules that we
developed, we made handed shearing auxetics that tile planes, cylinders, and spheres.
By compositing the handed shearing auxetics in a manner inspired by keratin and collagen,
we produce both compliant structures that expand while twisting and deployable structures
that can rigidly lock.This work opens up new possibilities in designing chemical frameworks,
medical devices like stents, robotic systems, and deployable engineering structures.

M
any biological materials, such as DNA,
keratin, and collagen, are composed of
repeated patterns of simple monomers
that form handed structures (1). Handed
structures come in mirror-image pairs.

The same underlying handed materials generate
rigid, compliant, or flexible mechanical proper-
ties through variations in intermolecular bond-
ing (1). Examples include collagens, which form
rigid materials such as bone and teeth, as well
as compliant structures like cartilage, tendon,
and skin; and keratins, which form hair, horns,
andhooves (1,2). These structures become stronger
by increasing the amount of interlayer bonding;
these are disulfide bonds and hydrogen bonds in
the case of keratins (3) or collagen (4). Both col-
lagen and keratin align and bond the termini of
substructures to form larger structures. We used
this same principle of coupling the termini with
strong bonds, and using variable bonds along the
length to rigidize composite handed auxetic tubes
and spheres.
Similar to keratin and collagen, auxetic struc-

tures are composed of a repeated tiling of a basic
unit cell (5). Their defining mechanical property
is a negative Poisson’s ratio, meaning that they
expand perpendicular to the direction of tension
when stretched (6). They can form planes (7–9),
cylinders (9–11), spheres (12, 13), and complex
surfaces (14). The underlying geometric patterns
that lead to auxetic behavior are scale and mate-
rial independent (5). The patterns are naturally
occurring at the nanometer scale in molecules

and crystals (15–17), they exist at the millimeter
scale in stents (18), and they occur at the meter
scale in large structures (19). Thematerial-agnostic
nature of these patterns can potentially enable
unconventional auxetic metamaterials to be de-
signed (20).
Conventional auxetics are limited in a key

way; the stiffness of an auxetic is predefined. It
is derived primarily from the interplay between a
fixed topology and the predefined energy required
to deform the joints or struts of the structure
(7, 8, 21). As a result, the same structure cannot
switch between rigid and compliant states.
We used the biologically inspired technique

of selectively bonding handed structures to form
rigid or compliant structures fromhanded shear-
ing auxetics (HSAs).We produced handedness in
two-dimensional shearing auxetic material pat-
terns that tile the surface of planes, cylinders, or
spheres. We demonstrated a rigid deployable
structure through concentric alignment of dif-
ferent HSA cylinders. We made compliant ac-
tuators via parallel arrangement of right- and
left-handed cylinders. We can globally actuate
the structures by applying a twist or linear stress.
The ability to twist the auxetics allows us to
actuate them with conventional motors.
The unit cell of an auxetic is a set of rigid links

with variable relative angles (5), but with fixed
connectivity. The cell’s auxetic trajectory is con-
trolled by a single number called the phase angle,
which defines the continuous deformation of the
unit cell (Fig. 1). Conventional auxetic structures
are isotropic and expand uniformly under applied
tension (5). Shearing auxetics, however, expand
at different rates in different directions while
shearing and therefore do not have a single
Poison’s ratio. The ratio varies as a function of
direction and phase angle (7, 8). For an auxetic
pattern to shear and expand simultaneously,
the unit cells must have C2 or C1 symmetry (22).

In addition, no net shearing of the structure
occurs if there are reflections or glide reflections
continuously in the tiling pattern along the
auxetic trajectory. This constrains shearing aux-
etics to 2 of the 17 wallpaper group tilings, 2222
and o in orbifold notation (23). In orbifold no-
tation, * represents a reflection, and integers
represent rotation centers of the integer’s order.
Integers before or without a * are not on a line of
reflection, and those after a * are on a line of
reflection. x represents a repeated mirror image
without a line of reflection, and o represents only
translations. In the notation, integers are listed
next to each other, so 2222 represents four sepa-
rate rotational centers of order 2 without re-
flections, and o represents a pattern with only
translational symmetries.
Various auxetic structures behave differently

along their auxetic trajectories (Fig. 1). All aux-
etics reach their maximum auxetic extension at
a phase angle qmax. Further deformation from
this point causes them to either cease being
auxetic or to contract. Because unit cells can
change their shape throughout deformation,
an auxetic tiling can transition from a 2222 or o
symmetry to one that has reflections for a single
point along the auxetic trajectory. The develop-
ment of a line of reflection at a point along the
auxetic trajectory allows a shearing auxetic that
is shearing to the right to transition to shearing
to the left. This produces a symmetric auxetic
trajectory and thus an unhanded shearing aux-
etic. Such structures continuously shear from
one direction to the other, which is equivalent
to mirroring the entire structure (Fig. 1). Shear-
ing auxetic trajectories that never develop a
reflection at qmax characterize the handed shear-
ing auxetics. Therefore, preventing reflection
symmetries atqmax generates handedness. Handed
auxetics come in right- and left-handed pairs.
Because their mirror images are equally valid
tilings of space, their left- and right-handed
versions have distinct auxetic trajectories. The
configuration of a left-handed auxetic cannot
match that of a right-handed auxetic by choosing
a different q on the auxetic trajectory.
Handedness in a shearing auxetic structure

can emerge at three different levels: in the joints,
in the patterning itself, or in the placement of
the pattern on an oriented surface. By limiting
the joint angles to exclude qmax, the symmetry
of an unhanded shearing auxetic trajectory is
broken. This prevents a shearing auxetic cell
from transitioning between handedness. We re-
moved the symmetries from the constituent ele-
ments of the unit cell (Fig. 1) to turn a shearing
auxetic into a handed shearing auxetic. By turn-
ing one of the rectangles into a parallelogram,we
prevented lines of reflection from developing.
The components of the unit cell never align to
form a global symmetry at qmax . We performed
similar modifications to make handed shearing
auxetic patterns from rigid links and links with
polygons (fig. S3) (22).
We constructed a handed cylinder made from

an unhanded shearing auxetic pattern (Fig. 1 and
movie S1). The circumferential and longitudinal
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directions of a cylinder provided a natural co-
ordinate system. A planar unhanded shearing
auxetic pattern has a natural orientation along
the direction of its emergent line of reflection.
When the lines of reflection align with the cir-
cumferential or longitudinal directions, the cyl-
inder has no net handedness. When the lines of
reflection do not align with the circumferential
or longitudinal direction, the cylinder has a net
handedness, and the sign of the angle between
the lines of reflection and the longitudinal axis
determines handedness.
A shearing auxetic tiling on a cylinder or

sphere couples the shape’s radius, height, and
orientation to a twist action around the shape’s
central axis (see movie S1). Tiling cylinders or
spheres tomake shearing auxetics requires chang-
ing the constraints on the structures. Planar and
space filling auxetics have zero principal curva-
ture and can be made of rigid links. However,
the surface of a sphere or cylinder has directions
of nonzero principal curvature. As the surface
expands, the radius of curvature on its surface
changes. This necessitates tiling the surface with
flexible links that can bend and twist.
We fabricated handed auxetic cylinders and

spheres using strips of 0.254-mm-thick spring
steel (Fig. 2A). We constructed spheres with a
44 symmetry (fig. S6E). We made cylinders with
a 224 pattern constructed from the planar pat-
tern in Fig. 2B, which was based on the unit cell
of the reentrant honeycomb auxetic tiling. We
found that the cylinders expanded by 613% in

length and 284% in width between their fully
contracted and fully extended states. Prebend-
ing strips of spring steel can bias the structure
to specific points on the auxetic trajectory (fig. S6).
Wemade cylinders with 223 symmetry from tubes
of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) using a laser
cutter (Fig. 3A), demonstrating that these struc-
tures can be fabricated automatically from con-
tinuous materials.
We created composite-handed auxetic struc-

tures by combining right- and left-handed cyl-
inders or spheres. We aligned three concentric
cylinders or spheres along a central axis. The
middle structure turns counter to the inner and
outer structures to produce left-right-left (LRL)–
or right-left-right (RLR)–handed composites
(Fig. 2F). We bonded the ends by constraining
the poles or edges of the constituent structures to
share the same position and orientation. This
step ensures that if there is a twist, or compres-
sion, the ends of each layer move in unison.
Locking the poles or edges affects the entire

composite structure.When the LRL or RLR com-
posite structure is twisted or loaded, two antag-
onistic layers compress into each other (Fig. 2F).
Either the innermost layer expands while the
middle layer contracts, or the outermost layer
contracts while the middle layer expands. Strong
mechanical bonds form where the two antago-
nistic layers come into contact (Fig. 2D). As the
structure is loaded, the forces between the antag-
onistic layers increase, fixing them relative to
each other. Because of themechanical bonds, the

structure is unable to expand or contract under a
load without buckling. This is analogous to the
disulfide bonds of keratin or the hydrogen bond-
ing on collagen that prevents the constituent ele-
ments from separating or sliding past each other.
When locked (the structure has been con-

strained to some particular q), the primary re-
sistance to deformation in the constituent layers
is the energy needed to deform the links and
hinges. In this state, other deformation modes,
such as buckling of the links, must store the
energy. Often the alignment of the different
layers effectively shortens the links’ length by
introducing node points where two layers are
in contact (Fig. 2, D and E). The LRL cylinders
had 1.5 times the ultimate compressive strength
of LLL and 6.8 times that of the single HSA cyl-
inders (Fig. 2C). The LRL and LLL composite
cylinders had the same effective stiffness, which
was 6.2 times the stiffness of the individual cyl-
inders and 2.7 times that of right-left (RL) com-
posites. Unlike a bistable auxetic pattern (24),
the rigid LRL composite state can exist at any
point along the auxetic trajectory.
A simple RL composite cannot be rigid with-

out torsional preloading because itmay not form
the mechanical bonds. Without preloading,
the layers can separate when the outer layer
expands and the inner layer contracts. This
produces a notably more compliant structure
under loading. Similarly, the left-left-left (LLL)
or right-right-right (RRR) structures do not
generate interlayer mechanical bonds, because
there is little to no normal force on the contact
points, allowing the structure to globally twist
and collapse.
We made compliant structures by eliminat-

ing bonds along the lengths of differently handed
cylinders while maintaining the end bonds. We
composited cylinders of different handedness
parallel to each other, but with mechanically
coupled ends. The cylinders were hollow tubes of
Teflon, 16 cm long, 25.4mm in diameter, 1.59mm
thick, and cut with a 223 pattern. Each tube re-
quired a net torque or external force to maintain
state. In Fig. 3C, we see the external loading rela-
tive to extension of a single tube. The two tubes
required an equal and opposite torque because
they were right- and left-handed, respectively. By
connecting the ends to each other, the structure
self-frustrated and remained opened. Because
they were parallel and not concentric, they did
not interfere with each other under flexural
loading and therefore could flex substantially.
We created a linear actuator using the com-

pliant parallel tube structure with one pair of
cylinder ends connected to a rigid plate and the
other to a set of gears (Fig. 3A). The ends with
the gears could rotate counter to each other but
maintained a fixed distance. When the gears ro-
tated, the structure elongated. The two counter-
rotating cylinders oppose each other, ensuring
no net torque on the rigid plate. This actuator
had a 30% elongation and can deflect under
external forces (Fig. 3B). We arranged four cyl-
inders in a two-by-two grid of alternating right-
and left-handed cylinders (Fig. 3D andmovie S2).
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Fig. 1. Auxetic trajec-
tories with and
without mirrors.
Shearing and handed
shearing auxetics are
made by changing
the symmetries of the
conventional auxetic
patterns. The cells
move along the auxetic
trajectories by varying q
, marked in blue. At
the point of maximum
auxetic extension, qmax,
the trajectory is either
symmetric or ceases
to be auxetic. To be
symmetric, q2 must
be a reflection of q1.
If an auxetic shears
and it is not symmetric
around qmax, it is a
handed shearing
auxetic, and a vertical
mirror switches
between the handed
patterns. Unhanded
shearing auxetics
tiled on a cylinder
can produce a handed
auxetic cylinder.
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This configuration yields a 4-degree-of-freedom
composite actuator. One end of each cylinder is
connected to a rigid plate, and the other end is
constrained to a plane and attached to a servo.
This arrangement allows subsections of the ac-

tuator to activate, enabling control over linear
extension, twist, and bending in two directions.
The handed shearing auxetic structure converts
the rotation into linear displacement without a
screw and nut, rack and pinion, or linkage sys-

tem typically found in a linear actuator. The ac-
tuator itself is hollow, allowing wiring or other
structures to occupy the center of the actuator.
We can produce HSAs from a variety of mate-

rials to tile the plane, spheres, or cylinders. The
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Fig. 3. Compliant
handed shearing
auxetic actuators.
Actuators made from
handed shearing
auxetics. Right (R)–
and left (L)–handed
shearing auxetic (HSA)
cylinders make compliant
or rigid structures.
(A) Counterrotating right
and left HSA cylinders
that are parallel to each
other generate linear
extension with no net
torque. (B) While
extended, these actua-
tors remain compliant.
(C) External loading of an
HSA cylinder has hyster-
etic loss. (D) Four HSA
cylinders combined to
make a 4-degree-of-
freedom actuator.
Controlling the twist of
each HSA allows the sys-
tem to move up and down,
side to side, and front to
back and to twist left
and right.

Fig. 2. Concentric handed shearing auxetics produce rigidity. Rigid
and compliant structures made from handed shearing auxetic patterns.
(A and B) A 2222 shearing auxetic tiling (B) can cover the plane and
make HSA cylinders (A). (C) Composite HSA cylinders of different
handedness have different strengths based on their structure. (D) LRL
or RLR make mechanical bonds by self-interfering. (E)The LLL or

RRR layers do not make mechanical bonds. (F) Under loading, the
composite HSA performs quite differently. The LRL composite holds
4 kg without notable deformation. The LLL twists and collapses
inward under 2.3 kg. The RL structure delaminates and can only
hold 1.1 kg with deformation, and the single-layer HSA fully collapses
under 0.57 kg of mass.
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scale independence of this strategy could find ap-
plication in engineered DNA structures, chemical
microstructures, medical stents, or large engi-
neered structures. We have shown that HSA
spheres and cylinders can produce rigid struc-
tures that resist torsional and axial loading by
exploiting global locking. Such deployable and
rigidizing structures could be useful in biomed-
ical, architectural, and space applications. Space
structures made from HSAs may match the de-
ployability of existing mast designs (25, 26) with
greater structural simplicity and reduced fabri-
cation effort. If applied to stent and shunt design,
smaller punctures could be used to implant rigid
tubing. We have also harnessed the response of
HSA cylinders to global twist to realize actuators
that use conventional motors but are compliant
like soft robotic actuators.
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Linear and 4-degree-of-freedom actuators can thus be made from hollow tubes, which could be valuable for a variety of
right or the left. By tiling the underlying patterns onto spheres and cylinders, rigid or compliant structures can be made. 
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